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GSA Schedule Consolidation
General Services Administration (GSA) began the implementation of the Federal Marketplace (FMP) Strategy in 2019 with the
goal of “modernizing and simplifying the buying and selling experience for customers, suppliers, and acquisition professionals.”
One of the four pillars of the FMP Strategy is the Multiple Award Schedules (MAS) Consolidation that aims to consolidate the 24
existing GSA federal supply schedules into a single multiple-award schedule.
GSA will consolidate over 900 Special Item Numbers (SINs), over
$30 billion in FY19 contract action obligations, into one schedule
containing about 300 SINs. This will streamline the market
research process for federal acquisition personnel and allow for
increased efficiencies on the front end of procurement lead times.
This will also reduce duplication and ambiguity in service listings
that existed across multiple schedules allowing federal programs to
pursue integrated business solutions rather than siloed, one-off
procurements, thus increasing federal purchasing power.

MAS Consolidation Three-Phase Plan

1

Analyze current schedules for
obsolete clauses, consolidate SINs
into service categories, and release
consolidated schedule.

2

Issue mass modification to all
existing GSA Schedule holders to
transition to new GSA MAS
Schedule.

3

Consolidation of GSA Schedule
contracts for vendors with multiple
GSA contracts.

The MAS Consolidation will also ease vendor access to the federal
market by removing obsolete contract terms and conditions, which
varied across procurement schedules prior to consolidation, from
current contract awards and provide a single vendor ramp-on
process. This will expand the government’s supplier base and allow
for increased competition at the task order level resulting in
potential government savings.
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